
Carol
by Kenneth Grahame 

Villagers all, this frosty tide,
Let your doors swing open wide,
Though wind may follow, and snow beside,
Yet draw us in by your fire to bide;
    Joy shall be yours in the morning!

Here we stand in the cold and the sleet,
Blowing fingers and stamping feet,
Come from far away you to greet —
You by the fire and we in the street —
    Bidding you joy in the morning!

For ere one half of the night was gone,
Sudden a star has led us on,
Raining bliss and benison —
Bliss tomorrow and more anon,
    Joy for every morning!

Goodman Joseph toiled through the snow —
Saw the star o'er a stable low;
Mary she might not further go —
Welcome thatch, and litter below!
    Joy was hers in the morning!

And then they heard the angels tell,
"Who were the first to cry Nowell?
Animals all, as it befell,
In the stable where they did dwell!
    Joy shall be theirs in the morning!"
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anthropo- : human being or person
-morphos : having such form

This Christmas poem is actually an excerpt from the story The Wind in the Willows. In the story,
a group of young field mice sing this joyful Christmas carol to the characters Mole and Rat.

LITERARY DEVICE: Anthropomorphism 

The majority of characters in The Wind in the Willows are animals that talk, eat, and generally
live like humans living in the English countryside during the early 1900s. In literature, animals
behaving like human beings is a literary device called anthropomorphism. This word comes
from two Greek roots:

What other stories do you know that use anthropomorphism as a literary device? 

TOPIC TO EXPLORE: Traditional Christmas Carols

Many of the Christmas carols we know were either rediscovered or written during the
Victorian era when the holiday regained popularity after years of being condemned or
banned for having "pagan" roots. The mice's Christmas carol is reminiscent of many old,
traditional carols that were rediscovered during Queen Victoria's reign.

Kenneth Grahame seems to hearken to older days of Christmas celebrations by using words
like "benison" (an old English word for "blessing") and "anon" (an old English word for "soon").

Listen to a beautiful version of the field-mice's carol set to music: 

Kenneth Grahame (1859 - 1932) was a British author best known for writing The Wind in the
Willows. He was born in Edinburgh, Scotland and moved to England with his family at a young  
age. Grahame worked as a banker for much of his adult life, while also publishing stories and
articles, and finally retired from banking in 1908 when The Wind in the Willows was published.
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POETIC DEVICES & TOPICS TO EXPLORE

OTHER POEMS TO READ

"In the Bleak Midwinter" by Christina Rossetti 
"Christmas Bells" by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 

https://youtu.be/82lFQ_AwE_s
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We hope you enjoyed this Poem of the Month!

Ideas for using this monthly resource at home:

Benefits of reading & memorizing poetry:

Connect with other families using Poem of the Month with this hashtag on social media:

#LTLpotm

More ways to explore great literature:

Favorite Poetry Books:

Book Guides & More:
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